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Abstract

Pervasive criminal abuse of information and communication technologies has increased the demand
for people who can take on the task of securing organizations against the increasing scope and scale of
threats. With demand for these cybersecurity professionals growing faster than the supply, a
problematic “cybersecurity skills gap” threatens the ability of organizations to adequately protect the
information systems upon which they, and society at large, are now heavily reliant. This dissertation
focuses on one barrier to closing the cybersecurity skills gap: the current paucity of knowledge about
key work roles within the cybersecurity workforce – such as Chief Information Security Officer or CISO
– and questionable assumptions about what it takes to perform such roles effectively. Putting resources
into closing the cybersecurity skills gap without the benefit of objective research puts those efforts at
risk, a possibility that has serious negative implications for society. The dissertation employs a review
of the literature to map the dimensions of the cybersecurity skills gap and identify assumptions
underlying different efforts to close it. Several hypotheses are formulated regarding current
assumptions about the cybersecurity workforce and then tested through a combination of secondary
analysis using data from a large cybersecurity workforce survey and primary research using a smaller
dataset of people employed in advanced cybersecurity roles. The results tend to confirm that
cybersecurity professionals exhibit characteristics and personality traits distinct from those of other
workers and other IT professionals. Also confirmed is the high value that CISOs attach to soft skills like
communication, relative to technical knowledge, or even information security degrees and professional
certifications. The research implies that efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap may be imperilled
by a lack of research into the personalities and characteristics of effective cybersecurity professionals.
The dissertation concludes with recommendations for further work in this crucial field of study.
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Chapter 0ne: Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
Cybercrime is a growing problem that is putting a strain on organizations of every kind in every country,
impacting a significant percentage of the world’s population (DCA 2016; Evans and Reeder, 2010; ONS,
2016). Businesses are heavily victimized by cybercrime, with two thirds of large UK firms detecting one
or more cybersecurity breaches in the last 12 months, a quarter of those having been breached at least
once a month (Klahr, Amili, Shah, Button and Wang, 2016). The cost of cybercrime has been rising year
on year. In the US, the mean, annualized, per company cybercrime cost was estimated to be $15 million,
based on a detailed analysis of 58 firms (Ponemon, 2015). However, assessing the exact dimensions of
the global crime wave in cyberspace is beyond the scope of this dissertation, as is the determination of
its root causes. The focus of this dissertation is one problematic aspect of the response to cybercrime:
the cybersecurity skills gap, defined as a shortage of people with the skills required to secure
information systems and data against threats to their confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
The cybersecurity skills gap can be framed in criminological terms as a shortage of capable guardians
and the dissertation research examines assumptions about the traits and characteristics of one
particular group of guardians, the people in charge of information security for the organization, often
titled Chief Information Security Officer or CISO. The CISO role is effectively the pinnacle of the
cybersecurity profession and so role provides a useful perspective on efforts to close the cybersecurity
skills gap.

The concept of “capable guardian” plays a central role in the Routine Activity Theory of crime (Cohen
and Felson, 1979; Wikström, 1995; Felson and Clarke, 1998; Pease, 2005) Routine Activity Theory was
posited more than a decade before the first commercial transaction on the internet (Marshall, 2015), but
Cohen and Felson presciently concluded their introduction of the theory with this observation: ‘the
opportunity for predatory crime appears to be enmeshed in the opportunity structure for legitimate
activities’ (1979: 1). Today, billions of people enjoy and rely upon legitimate activities enabled by the
digital ‘opportunity structure’ known as the internet (BBC, 2015). Unfortunately, a growing number of
them experience criminal activity that would appear to substantiate Routine Activity Theory, which
holds that everyday life can create the opportunity for crimes to occur when ‘motivated offenders
encounter suitable targets in the absence of capable guardians’ (McNeely, 2015: 31).
Although Cohen and Felson were thinking of encounters that took place in the physical world, there is
ample evidence that these encounters occur in, and that Routine Activity Theory can be applied to, the
virtual world of cyberspace (Newman and Clarke, 2003; Wall, 2008). Over the last ten years the vast web
of interconnected information systems that form cyberspace has proven to be increasingly rich in
targets, a powerful lure to likely offenders from anywhere in the physical world that has internet access
(Smith, 2015).

1.2 Research focus

Unfortunately, while the suitable targets in cyberspace are many, the capable guardians are arguably too
few. When it comes to fighting cybercrime, the traditional guardians of physical space, the police, are
short on resources, as reported in the US (Yadron, 2014), the UK (Peachey, 2014; Ring, 2014; Ballard,
2015), Canada (Seglins and Burgess, 2015), Australia (Belot, 2016), India (Oberoi, 2016), and
internationally (Interpol, 2012). As for the government’s role in tracking crimes against its citizens,
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consider this: the year that the following headline appeared – ‘Cyber-crime now included in government
crime stats’ – was not 1996, or even 2006, but this year (Metzger, 2016).

As with physical crime in the world of work, where much of the burden of protecting against criminal
activity falls to the organization (Gill, 1994), so it is with cybercrime. To defend their systems and data
against cybercriminals, many organizations employ information security professionals. According to
numerous accounts and surveys, such people are in short supply. A global survey of IT spending found
that nearly half (46%) of enterprises have a ‘problematic shortage’ of cybersecurity skills (Oltsik, 2016).
A global survey of over 3,000 information security professionals in 129 countries revealed that more
than one in five (86%) believed there was a shortage of skilled cybersecurity professionals (ISACA,
2015). A similar proportion in an eight nation study of 775 IT decision makers in multiple countries
reported a shortage of cybersecurity skills, and many (71%) said the shortage directly and measurably
damaged their organization, including reputational damage and loss of proprietary data (CSIS, 2016).
Fifty-nine per cent of businesses with fewer than 500 employees contacted in an online support forum
reported having no access to a security expert, not internally, nor externally via third-party contractor
or managed security provider (Lemos, 2016). There is a strong case for arguing that information security
efforts are being hampered by a gap between the number of people that organizations need to perform
cybersecurity work and the number of people qualified to do the work, i.e. the cybersecurity skills gap.

This dissertation focuses on one barrier to the closing of the cybersecurity skills gap: the current paucity
of knowledge about key work roles within the cybersecurity workforce – such as the CISO – and what it
takes to perform such roles effectively (Champion, Jariwala, Ward and Cooke, 2014). Efforts to close the
cybersecurity skills gap that are not guided by objective research risk wasting limited resources, a
possibility that has serious negative implications for society. Even as countries around the world invest
billions of dollars to increase the supply of cyber-skilled humans (White House, 2016; Curtis, 2015;
Peters, 2016), there is scant evidence that these expenditures are guided by a rich understanding of the
roles that need to be filled and the characteristics of those best suited to filling them (Conklin, Cline and
Roosa, 2014). Indeed, several assumptions underlying efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap appear
to be flawed and are the specific target of the research presented here.

1.3 Aims and Objectives

The dissertation has two aims, the first being to identify lacunae in the literature about cybersecurity
roles and the people who are needed to fill them. The second aim is to contribute to the research through
analysis of both primary and secondary data with the goal of improving understanding of the traits and
characteristics of one particular role, that of the CISO, the person in charge of protecting the
organization’s information systems. Specific objectives are to test several hypotheses related to current
assumptions about cybersecurity work and the people who do it. The results are intended to inform
practical recommendations for improving efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap.

1.4 Structure of the work

Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents a literature review that defines relevant terminology
and examines existing research that is germane to the dissertation. Gaps in the research are noted, as
are assumptions that are guiding various efforts at cybersecurity skills gap remediation. Different
methodologies for addressing those research gaps and assessing those assumptions are explored. In
Chapter 3 the design of the current study’s methodology is described and testable hypotheses are
formulated. Chapter 4 presents analysis of the study’s quantitative data. Discussion of the findings and
their implications is presented in Chapter 5. Possible limitations and ethical considerations are noted
and addressed. Chapter 6 provides the dissertation’s conclusion.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1 Scope and objectives
This literature review begins by discussing key concepts encountered in the research and then proceeds
to a survey of the evidence for a cybersecurity skills gap. Arguments about the scale and impact of the
gap are considered. The review then tracks the emergence of the skills shortage, awareness of it, and
responses to it, including the assumptions underlying many of those responses. Efforts to develop
taxonomies of the many roles that the field of cybersecurity encompasses are examined, as is
cybersecurity job analysis: research into what it takes to perform cybersecurity roles. Vocational
research in related fields of endeavour that may inform efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap is
discussed. The literature review then documents the paucity of studies related to the people who
constitute the cybersecurity workforce, especially the upper echelons of the profession, such as CISOs.
Studies of police, military personnel, and other workers are surveyed for strategies that could be used
to inform and expand research into the CISO role. Before the dissertation transitions to the consideration
of research methodologies, the debate over the status of cybersecurity as a profession is assessed in
terms of its potential impact on the skills gap.

2.2 Definitions

Any review of literature related to the workforce challenges posed by cybercrime’s impact on
cybersecurity will encounter terms that require definition. Several of these terms are defined at this
point, prior to the review itself, including cybercrime, cybersecurity, KSAs and KSDAOs, soft skills, and
personality.

2.2.1 Cybercrime
The concept of cybercrime is central to efforts to understand and close the cybersecurity skills gap. For
the purposes of this dissertation, cybercrime is taken to mean: ‘crimes in which computer networks are
the target or a substantial tool’ (Koops, 2011). As Wall has observed: ‘”cyberspace crime” would have
been a more accurate descriptor’; however, he concedes that ‘the term “cybercrime” prevails as the
accepted term’ (2008: 863). The simplicity of Koops’ definition should not obscure the complexity of
networks today and their scale, which extends beyond servers in data centres and workstations on
company desktops to encompass not just laptops and tablets on the train or smartphones in pockets and
purses, but also the Internet of Things (IoT): digital sensors, services, and apps embedded in factories,
homes, hotels, planes, trains, boats, cars, lorries, and even the streets upon which they drive. Industry
analysts predict that the number of networked devices that make up the digital opportunity
infrastructure, each a cluster of potential attack vectors for the criminally inclined, will be in the tens of
billions by 2020 (Gartner, 2015; Juniper, 2015; Cisco, 2016).

2.2.2 Cybersecurity
Like cybercrime, cybersecurity has prevailed as a term of convenience, a single word with which to
denote the task of protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of digital information and the
systems used in its acquisition, processing, storage, and output. As such, cybersecurity is a domain
within information security and information assurance. At the same time, cybersecurity encompasses
information system security and Information Technology (IT) security, as well as computer security,
network security, e-commerce security, e-security, and Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) security.
Note that this overabundance of terminology adds to the challenge of conducting literature reviews in
this field of study because multiple permutations of search terms are required to ensure that all relevant
sources are identified, for example: cybersecurity workforce, IT security workforce, ICT security
workforce, e-security workforce, and so on. In some contexts, notably government and military,
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cybersecurity is abbreviated to cyber, leading to talk of a “cyber skills gap” when referring to the
cybersecurity skills gap (FEDweek, 2016). The dissertation consistently uses “cybersecurity skills gap”
to avoid confusion with the alternative use of cyber skills gap to describe the general shortage of IT skills,
also referred to as the IT talent gap (Goldman, 2016).

2.2.3 Skill, knowledge, ability
Even a cursory review of the cybersecurity skills gap literature reveals that its sources are diverse and
varied; they include, but are not limited to, the fields of economics, industrial and organization
psychology (I-O psychology), psychometrics, career studies, job analysis, law, and public policy.
Fortunately, there is broad consensus that in the context of a “skills gap” the word skill refers to the
combination of factors that are required to perform a particular work function, known as its KSAs, for
Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities. Many organizations employ Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) to analyse
KSAs at multiple points in the employment cycle: first, to analyse a job opening to determine the KSAs
required to fill it; next, to measure the KSAs of prospective employees for that job to find the best
candidate for it; finally, to assess performance in the job against predictors derived from steps one and
two (Bennett, 1948). This work is sustained by the belief that productivity and personal happiness are
both well served by a good fit between workers and the work they perform (Brayfield and Crockett,
1955; Staw, 1986; Wright and Cropanzano, 2004).
Many governments are also actively engaged in researching workforce needs. The US Department of
Labor (DoL) has performed and sponsored extensive modelling of competencies for many jobs across
multiple sectors. Competency in this context means the application of KSAs, or as the DoL currently
defines it: ‘the capability to apply or use a set of related knowledge, skills, and abilities required to
successfully perform "critical work functions" or tasks in a defined work setting’ (CareerOneStop, 2016:
np).

2.2.4 Beyond KSAs
A slightly different definition of KSA, provided by the DoL in the context of cybersecurity is worth
quoting because it reflects the prevailing perspective that KSAs can be acquired and can be used to
measure performance:
A cluster of related knowledge, skills, and abilities that affects a major part of one’s job (a role
or responsibility), that correlates with performance on the job, that can be measured against
well-accepted standards, and that can be improved through training, development, and
experience (DoL, 2014: 3)

However, perceived limitations of KSAs as a predictor of job performance have led to the consideration
of other factors, leading to the term KSAO, for Knowledge, Skill, Ability and Other (Neuman and Wright,
1999). The main component of “other” is personality traits (Damos, 2011).

Personality traits also enter the literature of job analysis and I-O psychology in the form of “soft skills”.
According to economists Heckman and Kautz, soft skills include the following factors: ‘personality traits,
goals, motivations, and preferences that are valued in the labour market, in school and in many other
domains’ (2012: 451). This terminology expands skills beyond the vernacular sense of things that can
be taught, but avoids any direct implication that these are inheritable qualities. A parallel can be seen in
the use of the term “character trait” as employed in the literature of personality, apparently in preference
to the word “character” alone, possibly because of the historical and philosophical sensitivities that
surround implications of innate abilities or inherited characteristics (a topic that is beyond the scope of
the dissertation, although it is worth noting that similar sensitivities figure in criminological discourse,
from the days of phrenology (Beirne, 1987; Simpson, 2005) to the New Criminology critique of Eysenck’s
psychology of crime (Hollin, 2007; Rafter, 2006)).
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2.2.5 Personality traits
Whether they are born that way or not, different people appear to be, to varying degrees and at different
times, cheerful or fearful, trusting or suspicious, caring or self-interested. These are all aspects of
personality, a hotly debated and heavily researched concept in psychology in general and within I-O
psychology in particular (Day and Silverman, 1989; (Cruz, Silva and Capretz, 2015). An in-depth
discussion of the many different definitions of personality is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but
the concept of personality traits will be considered in more detail in Chapter 3. Some researchers have
studied the nexus of personality traits and cybersecurity, exploring the victimology of cyber bullying
(Staude-Müller et al, 2012; Garaigordobil, 2015), and computer users who undermine security, for
example by opening infectious email messages (Modic and Lea, 2012; El-Din, Halevi, Lewis and Memon,
2013; Cairns and Clark 2014). However, only three studies of the personality traits of information
system defenders could be found. They will be reviewed in Chapter 3.

Given the paucity of directly relevant research, the literature of personality studies related to other types
of security work was reviewed for insights on methodology and approach. Personality-oriented
workforce studies were found that looked at civilian police officers (Cochrane, Tett and Vandecreek,
2003), detectives (Westera, Kebbell, Milne and Green, 2014), and military pilots (Damos, 2011). An early
academic study of “police personality” found that ‘good police are characterized by functional
intelligence, achievement motivation, and social poise’ (Hogan and Kurtines, 1975: 289). That study
employed the California Psychological Inventory (CPI), an instrument that is closely related to the
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI), the psychological test most widely used for officer
selection by police departments (Cochrane et al, 2003; Varela, Boccaccini, Scogin, Stump and Caputo,
2004).
Academic research into police officer personality factors has increasingly used the Five Factor Model or
FFM, which describes personality as a combination of five traits (Goldberg, 1981; McCrae and Costa,
1987). The traits or domains that form the FFM, also known as the Big 5, are: Openness to experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism. Sometimes referred to by the
acronym OCEAN, these traits are assessed with a questionnaire called the NEO Personality Inventory.
The acronym NEO stands for the first three of the five traits that psychologists explored: Neuroticism,
Extraversion, and Openness (Costa and McCrae, 1988), although early adopters referred to Neuroticism
as Negative Emotionality (Howard and Howard, 1995). Big 5 studies of law enforcement personnel have
tended to find high scores for Conscientiousness and low scores for Neuroticism to be good predictors
of performance (Ono, Sachau, Deal, Englert and Taylor 2011). This mirrors evidence from numerous
FFM studies that show these two domains to be predictive of outcomes for many aspects of life including
education, earnings, criminality, longevity, and even teenage pregnancy (Borghans, Duckworth,
Heckman and Ter Weel, 2008).
In a study using FFM along with cognitive ability and emotional intelligence, Ono et. al (2011) found that
for their test subjects – federal criminal investigators – Neuroticism was the domain most strongly
predictive of good performance. Funicelli’s thesis found that the domains of Conscientiousness and
Extraversion were positive performance indicators in criminal interrogators (2012). Not all studies that
use FFM find a connection between personality traits and performance. In his multi-method doctoral
thesis on volume crime investigators, O’Neill looked at high and low performers using the proprietary
NEO PI-R UK survey package; he found no statistically significant correlations between traits and
performance (2011). While an FFM study of Special Force police officers did replicate previous law
enforcement research findings that showed ‘police officers are highly extraverted, conscientious and
emotionally stable’ (Garbarino, Chiorri, Magnavita, Piattino and Cuomo, 2012: 107); the same study also
found that, contrary to expectations, all officers did not share the same profile. Apparently, officers
formed several different personality groups. In Sanders study of police officers with FFM, he found that
‘personality characteristics had no direct bearing on individual officer performance’ (2008).
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On balance it seems that NEO-based personality assessment tools and the FFM have the potential to shed
light on the personality traits of workers in security roles. Unfortunately, a search of the literature only
located two studies that have applied FFM in a cyber-defender context (Whalen and Gates, 2007; Freed,
2014). This gap in the research will be revisited in Chapter 3.

2.3 Documenting the cybersecurity skills gap

Before reviewing any research into the nature of cybersecurity skills that might shed light on efforts to
increase their supply, it is important to note that the inadequacy of that supply has not been
independently documented in any peer-reviewed academic papers. The numbers cited in the
Introduction come from trade organizations, industry analysts, and surveys sponsored by security
companies. Clearly, the assumption that a large cybersecurity skills gap exists requires closer scrutiny,
particular given the fact that the information security industry does not have the best track record when
it comes to quantification (Taber, 1980; Ryan and Jefferson, 2003; Florêncio and Herley, 2013).

A prime example of numeric irresponsibility in cybersecurity is the figure of one trillion dollars reported
as “the cost of cybercrime”. Such numbers are often provided by organizations with a vested interest in
a high number, then repeated without question or verification everywhere from newspapers and
business journals to congressional hearings and the White House (Cobb, 2015). Unfortunately,
politicians and the public are forced to rely on vested interests for these numbers because efforts by
governments and the academy to provide objective assessments have been limited. Only one peerreviewed study of the global cost of cybercrime has appeared to date (Anderson, Barton, Bohme, Clayton,
van Eeten, Levi, Moore and Savage, 2012), and the only time that the US federal government fielded a
study of the cost of cybercrime to businesses was in 2005. There are no plans to repeat that exercise and
the US Department of Justice (DoJ) routinely refers requests for this type of information to private sector
parties that sell cybersecurity services (see author’s electronic correspondence with the National
Criminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS), Appendix E).
An analogous situation exists with regard to the size of the global cybersecurity skills gap. The widely
quoted assertion that the world is ‘short more than a million security professionals’ comes from a report
produced by Cisco, the network hardware and security vendor (Cisco, 2014: 60). No source or footnote
was provided for this claim, which was presented as an estimate that had come to fruition. Nevertheless,
the figure has been widely repeated, not only by journalists and industry experts (Bednarz, 2015;
Morgan, 2016), but also by Cisco itself, which cited it in several further reports without further clues as
to its origins (Cisco, 2015a; Cisco, 2015b).

Another widely quoted estimate of the cybersecurity gap has a slightly better provenance, having been
introduced in the 2015 Global Information Security Workforce Study conducted under the auspices of
(ISC)2, one of the world’s largest non-profit cybersecurity certification organizations. Known hereinafter
as the GWS and conducted biannually, this study is carried out by the analyst firm Frost & Sullivan and
includes responses from over 10,000 security professionals ((ISC)2, 2011; 2013). The 2015 GWS projects
that the cybersecurity skills gap will be one and a half million by 2020 ((ISC)2, 2015). This is consistent
with a gap of one million in 2014 widening at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of seven per
cent. However, the GWS provides few details of how the projection was calculated other than to describe
it as:

the difference between Frost & Sullivan’s projection of the workforce needed to fully address
escalating security staffing needs and our workforce projection that accounts for workforce
supply constraints (for example, a tightening labor market among security professionals)
((ISC)2, 2015: 3).

Further evidence for the million-person cybersecurity skills shortage does exist in a 2015 report linked
to Stanford University. By analysing Bureau of Labor Statistics the author determined that at least
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209,000 cybersecurity jobs were unfilled in the US (Satelvad, 2015). Although Satelvad did not publish
her methodology, it is possible that she extrapolated from data provided by the DoL’s Occupational
Information Network, known as O*NET. At the heart of O*NET is a database of hundreds of job
descriptions, complete with corresponding KSAs and employment prospects. The entry for the job of
Information Security Analyst states that 83,000 people held positions of this type in 2014. The entry also
indicates that the expected annual growth rate for such jobs was 14 per cent or better (O*NET, 2016).
Assuming a CAGR of 14 per cent and a conservative assumption that one in eight cybersecurity jobs are
analyst positions, with one in four currently empty, a gap size greater than 215,000 is reached by the
end of 2016. If at least 200,000 US jobs are unfilled, and one further assumption is made – that the US
accounts for less than one fifth of the world’s digital technology users, which is arguably a valid metric
for estimating the amount of cybersecurity work that needs to be done – then a global gap of one million
is quite feasible. While it has to be admitted that all of the current cybersecurity skill gap calculations
fall short of academic standards, the preponderance of evidence indicates that a sizable cybersecurity
skills gap does exist.

2.4 Gap awareness and job analysis

The literature review now explores how efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap have evolved over
time, thereby helping frame some hypotheses that are the focus of this dissertation. The need to develop
the US cybersecurity workforce was acknowledged by the federal government even before the turn of
the century (White House, 1997). The military started demanding additional cybersecurity skilled
personnel after the US Air Force added cyberspace to its mission statement in 2005 (USAF, 2005).

Growing concerns over terrorism also played a role in raising questions about the supply of cyber-skilled
forces. When the 8th Air Force was designated the service’s new cyberspace command, it was said to be
‘focused on taking the fight against terrorism to the technological realm’ (Wood, 2006: np). Barely a year
after the US Department of Defense (DoD) recognized cyberspace as a “warfighting domain” (USAF,
2009), Defense Secretary Robert Gates stated: ‘We are desperately short of people who have capabilities
in this area in all the services and we have to address it’ (Real Clear Politics, 2009: np). Awareness that
the skills shortage was not just one of breadth but also of depth was reflected in a report by a nonpartisan, non-profit think tank that concluded:
We not only have a shortage of the highly technically skilled people required to operate and
support systems already deployed, but also an even more desperate shortage of people who can
design secure systems, write safe computer code, and create the ever more sophisticated tools
needed to prevent, detect, mitigate and reconstitute from damage due to system failures and
malicious acts (Evans and Reeder, 2010).

That the shortage was a problem for the federal government outside the military was made clear in a
study that documented the concerns of CISOs and CIOs in a wide range of agencies who complained that
they were not getting enough good applicants for cybersecurity openings (PPS, 2009). Furthermore, the
report noted serious workforce policy and strategy gaps, finding:

no strategic government-wide assessment of the current state of the cybersecurity workforce
…. no federal plan projecting how many cybersecurity specialists will be needed … what skills
and certifications they should possess, how they should be trained, or how they should be
recruited into federal service (PPS, 2009).

Since then, the US federal government has made significant efforts to address these shortcomings, partly
by funding sector-specific initiatives at the Department of Energy (DoE), the DoD, and the Pentagon. The
government has also responded to private sector concerns over the cybersecurity skills shortage,
creating the National Initiative for Cybersecurity Education or NICE (NIST, 2014), and tasking it with
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improving the nation’s cybersecurity education, to the benefit of both the federal workforce and the
private sector (NICE, 2014).

NICE worked with public and private experts and organizations, federal agencies, and industry partners
to develop the National Cybersecurity Workforce Framework (the Workforce Framework), the initial
goal of which was to establish a standard taxonomy for all cybersecurity work and the workers who
perform it, regardless of employer or industry sector (NICE, 2014). To accomplish this, NICE resolved
cybersecurity work into 31 specialty areas organized into seven categories: Securely Provision; Operate
and Maintain; Protect And Defend; Investigate; Collect And Operate; Analyze; Oversight And
Development. NICE went on to identify the KSAs required for each role. For example, the work of
Investigation and Digital Forensics contains 39 numbered task descriptions for which there are 43 KSAs
(Knowledge: 25; Skill: 17; Ability: 1). Each KSA is listed with the appropriate area of competency. For
example, the entry for Knowledge of encryption algorithms lists examples and is assigned to the
Cryptography competency. The Skill in performing packet-level analysis task is assigned to the
Vulnerabilities Assessment competency (NICE, 2014).
An impressive example of applied research, the Workforce Framework was broadly welcomed as a
major improvement over the disparate ad hoc taxonomies that it sought to replace, a vital step to
maturing the cybersecurity job market (Boyd, 2016). The subsequent matching of roles in the
Framework with recommended credentials, suggested learning opportunities and development sources
has enhanced its utility. This matching was performed by another federal government project, the
National Initiative for Cybersecurity Careers and Studies (NICCS). The NICCS maintains a web-based
training catalogue aligned with the Framework to help people find the education they need for specific
cybersecurity roles (NICCS, 2016).

The US Department of Labor (DoL) incorporated the framework’s seven categories and 31 specialty
areas into a broader competency model called the Cybersecurity Industry Model (DoL, 2014). This starts
with Tier 1 - Personal Effectiveness Competencies and builds from there to Tier 5 – Industry-Sector
Functional Areas, which consists of the seven NICE categories. The DoL uses competency modelling to
give employers and employees an in-depth view of what a person needs to bring to a job, such as a
cybersecurity position. This shifts the focus from what defines the job to what a person needs to bring
to the job. One example of research that enables this shift is a project commissioned by the DoE to
address the cybersecurity workforce needs of the Smart Grid (DoE, 2016).

The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) study used 28 SMEs to develop a Job Analysis
Questionnaire (JAQ), deployment of which identified 516 tasks that were potentially relevant to both
the assessment of expertise required and the prediction of job performance (PNNL, 2012). More than
one hundred “performance analysis” vignettes were generated and discussed with employees as a
method of Job Performance Modelling (JPM) aimed at improving understanding of how different KSAs
contributed to grid cybersecurity job performance. In its initial report on the research, PNNL outlined a
three dimensional framework called the Competency box that could be used to model and track an
individual’s progress along a learning trajectory that went from novice to master (PNNL, 2012). This
construct went beyond basic KSAs to include adult intellectual development theory (Ackerman, 1996),
including notions of personality, motivation, and interests. The final project report was a body of
knowledge with immediate practical value to energy sector HR professionals, recruiters, and hiring
managers seeking to close the cybersecurity skills gap (O’Neil, Greitzer, Conway, Dalton, Tobey and
Pusey, 2014).

2.5 Worker analysis

A clear statement of the KSAs required by a particular cybersecurity role is a vital first step towards
closing the cybersecurity skills gap. Helping people find out how those KSAs can be acquired and
evidenced – the appropriate education and certification – is a necessary second step. However, while the
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KSAs for a particular role need to be understood, they do not describe the aptitude and personality
needed to achieve success in that role, or derive satisfaction from the work it entails (Damos, 2011).
Efforts to increase the number of entrants into the cybersecurity workforce may falter if these
individuals do not perform well or leave due to a lack of interest in the work; in other words, if work and
worker are not a good fit. The idea of fitting jobs to people and people to jobs has fascinated generations
of psychologists, sociologists, economists, and other assorted academics, for over a century. This
fascination extends across the private and public sectors, including the military. The US developed the
Army Alpha aptitude test to assign roles to military recruits during WWI (Yoakum and Yerkes, 1920),
and the US military has been a big user of aptitude tests ever since. The benefits of adult aptitude testing
were articulated by one of Army Alpha’s developers, two decades after its initial deployment:
‘To forge ahead in a field of activity presupposes aptitude for it. Capacity to become proficient
in the work to be done, and to find in it a certain zest, is vital to happiness and health of mind,
whether in school and college, in business and government, in trade or a profession’ (Bingham,
1937: 1).

Army Alpha was derived from the work of Binet, who developed the Simon-Binet intelligence test in
France that formed the basis of the Stanford-Binet IQ test in the US. Other aptitude research has used
Spearman’s two-factor theory of abilities that sees humans as having both general cognitive ability (g)
and specific abilities (s) (Spearman, 1904). To oversimplify, s is reflected in tests of specific abilities, like
math and language, whereas g is the kind of general intelligence measured by an IQ test. (Note that the
literature refers to g as Spearman’s g, General Cognitive Ability, and GCA.) Researchers have found that
humans with high g tend to score well on multiple tests of s based on statistical analysis of people at
various stages of their career (Schmidt, 2002). The implication for aptitude testing is that GCA is a
powerful predictor of job performance and career achievement regardless of the job, or as Schmidt put
it: ‘The purely empirical research evidence in I-O psychology showing a strong link between GCA and
job performance is so massive that there is no basis for questioning the validity of GCA as a predictor of
job performance’ (2002: 207). The title of an extensive study using data from ASVAB (Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery) sums up this position: ‘Predicting Job Performance: Not Much More than
g’ (Ree, Earles and Teachout, 1994).
Despite the popularity of standardized tests of ability and achievement some researchers contend that
they do not adequately account for the role that soft skills – like personality traits and personal
motivation – play in determining career success over the life cycle. As the economists Heckman and
Kautz assert: ‘success in life depends on many traits, not just those measured by IQ, grades, and
standardized achievement tests’ (2012: 37). This position is well explicated by an extensive study in
which economists worked with a psychologist to document the ability of personality traits to act ‘both
as predictors and as causes of academic and economic success, health, and criminal activity’ (Almlund,
Duckworth, Heckman and Kautz, 2011: 3). Based on these findings, the dissertation will look at
personality traits exhibited in the cybersecurity role of CISO with the goal of better understanding those
traits that are a good fit for the role.

2.6 Analysing cyber workers

In the US, the armed services continue to be one of the largest users of aptitude testing. In recent years
the ASVAB has been complemented by the ASVAB CT or Cyber Test. Designed to predict the performance
of trainees in entry-level military roles that are cyber-related (Morris and Waage, 2015), the ASVAB CT
is also an indirect measure ‘of interest, intrinsic motivation, and skill in a particular area’ (Trippe et al.,
2015, as cited in Morris and Waage, 2015: np). In addition, the military has looked beyond ASVAB by
funding research into different ways of identifying people who have what it takes to be good at
cybersecurity. According to the comprehensive review by Morris and Waage, several projects show
promise and are nearing maturity (2015).
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One private sector initiative being tested by the military is Cyber Talent Enhance or CTE, from SANS
Institute. This is a combined aptitude and skills exam designed to determine the applicant’s aptitude for
cyber operations as well as any cybersecurity skills they may already have (Morris and Waage, 2015).
The latter is assessed using the same body of knowledge as the SANS cybersecurity training. The military
is also exploring a somewhat different type of test being developed by the University of Maryland Center
for Advanced Study of Language (CASL): the Cyber Aptitude and Talent Assessment (CATA). The CATA
researchers decided to look at aptitude independent of current skills because the latter may become
obsolete (Campbell, O’Rourke and Bunting, 2015; Campbell, Saner and Bunting, 2016).
The CATA research also captured the multi-dimensional nature of different cyber careers. Different roles
can require very different requirements and CATA maps these orthogonally on the two axes of
proactive/reactive and real-time/deliberate, as diagrammed in Figure 1 below (Campbell et al., 2015:
722). Note that the items in italics are representative of cybersecurity roles appropriate to each of the
four quadrants. Work on the CATA is continuing under a government contract and its predictive
capabilities are still being evaluated.

In practical terms, the CATA offers
Figure 1: The CATA model (after Campbell et al., 2015: 722)
the military potential advantages
over CTE because the latter is a
proprietary instrument, charges
for the use of which could quickly
exceed the cost of one that the
government paid to create and
thus owns (Morris and Waage,
2015). However, while the
military stands to reap direct
benefits from its initiatives to
generate cybersecurity talent ab
initio, the potential of that talent
to later swell the ranks of the
civilian cybersecurity workforce
may be limited. For the military,
cyber is a domain in which the
ability to attack can be as
important as the ability to defend,
and defensive measures can be
far more aggressive than those
countenanced in the civilian
world, in other words it is categorically different from cybersecurity for enterprises, schools, nonprofits, and NGOs. Many successful cybersecurity professionals in the private sector do have a military
background, but there may be lingering concern that veterans of military action in cyberspace who
transition over to securing civilian systems could be too quick to interpret attacks against them as the
work of nation state actors (Robertson and Riley, 2015).

2.7 Summary

A variety of online search tools were used in the literature review. These included remote access to the
University of Leicester’s David Wilson Library. The following databases were also searched: ASSIA,
Criminal Justice Abstracts, Google Scholar, Ingenta, the Leicester Research Archive, PsycINFO, Scopus,
and Sociological Abstracts, and worldwidescience.org. A concerted search of the literature using these
tools suggests there are very few peer-reviewed studies in the academic literature that address either
the scale of the cybersecurity skills gap or the problem of how to close it.
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Before proceeding to a consideration of methods by which gaps in the research may be remediated it
should be noted that the paucity of published literature does not necessarily mean there has been a lack
of engagement with the problem by academics. Some academics have worked with industry SMEs on
government funded research projects that have borne fruit. As described in 2.4, there are now
frameworks that provide a more granular understanding of cybersecurity work using a well-developed
taxonomy. Prospective entrants into the field have ready access to a lot more information than just five
years ago in terms of the KSAs required and the sources of appropriate training and education. In some
sectors the efforts of the past few years have improved the ability to bring cybersecurity hires on board.
Nevertheless, the number of people able to do the growing amount of cybersecurity work that needs to
be done is still placing a strain on the efforts to close the gap, a phenomenon reflected in headlines like
‘New computer science course’s challenge is finding qualified teachers to teach it’ (Maio, 2016). The
current situation appears to be one in which people are too busy trying to solve a problem to adequately
document the problem or question the solutions being implemented.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
The shortage of academic research into the cybersecurity skills gap has not prevented extensive
discourse on the subject in the mainstream press (Peterson, 2016), in the business press (Megaw, 2015),
in trade magazines (Townsend, 2016), and within professional associations like the IEEE and the ACM
(Platt 2015; Potter and Vickers, 2015). Unfortunately, much of this discourse, like efforts to close the
gap, lacks a sound basis in academic research. Arguably, this puts at risk society’s investment in
expanding the cybersecurity workforce. A research methodology was needed to evaluate some of these
assumptions, which are now described, together with hypotheses framed to test several of them.

3.1 Operationalization

A common assumption is that because cybersecurity career paths have been mapped out and the
training and education required to follow them have been identified, enough people will now go down
those paths and so the gap will soon get closed (Boyd, 2016). This assumption is often bolstered by
another: a sufficient number of new entrants will take these well-charted paths because of the higher
wages paid to cybersecurity workers relative to the general workforce and even some other members
of the IT workforce (Libicki, Senty and Pollak, 2014). Another assumption inherent in many calls for
greater efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap is that the answer lies in more STEM education in
general – graduating more students with degrees in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
– and more Computer Science degrees in particular (Wajsgras, 2016). Some politicians have gone so far
as to call for cuts in liberal arts funding to increase the STEM spend (Cohen, 2016). Considerable effort
has also gone into expanding the number of college graduates with information security degrees.

There are several grounds for questioning the above assumptions, not least of which is the apparent
persistence of the cybersecurity skills gap in the face of considerable efforts that have already been
directed at its remediation. More specifically, assumptions regarding the role of higher education in
producing successful cybersecurity professionals would appear to be at odds with a relatively solid
finding from the GWS as to the value of having an information security degree: it was rated last out of 12
attributes described as ‘contributing to being a successful information security professional’ ((ISC)2,
2015: 25). However, if this value were found to vary according to respondent age it might be a reflection
of the relative recency of such degrees. Thus, the first hypothesis of the dissertation (H1) is that the
perception of an information security degree as an essential attribute of successful CISOs varies by age.
A second hypothesis suggests that an inverse of that phenomenon exists: more established members of
the profession place greater value on professional certifications than newer entrants (H2). The third
hypothesis questions the assumption that one particular attribute – technical knowledge – is the primary
ingredient for success in the cybersecurity workforce. H3 is framed thus: cybersecurity professionals
value communication skills, part of the soft skills or KSAOs, at least as much as technical knowledge. A
complementary hypothesis (H4) parallels H1 in positing that the value placed on communication skills
by cybersecurity professionals in general increases with length of time in the field and/or seniority
within the organization’s cybersecurity management.

The next three hypotheses speak to the current lack of knowledge about the people who become
effective cybersecurity professionals, defined as attaining positions of responsibility for security within
the organization. It is posited that such people place different values on key character traits than
workers in other professional guardianship roles such as that of detective (H5). Furthermore, it is
theorised that the personality of cybersecurity professionals is detectably different from that of other
professionals working in IT (H6), and that cybersecurity professionals with direct responsibility for the
organization’s cybersecurity will be different from those who are not (H7). A final hypothesis is that US
respondents to a survey about CISOs will perceive some cybersecurity issues differently from the
general population (H8). The eight hypotheses are summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of 8 hypotheses about cybersecurity professionals
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8

The older ones see less value in an information security degree
The more established ones see more value in certifications
They all value communication skills at least as much as technical knowledge
They tend to value communication skills more as they age and gain experience
They value key character traits differently from other professional guardians
They possess a mix of character traits that differs from other IT workers
Those in the CISO role have a mix of character traits that differs from their colleagues
They perceive cybersecurity challenges differently from the general population

3.2 Methodological options
Researchers investigating workforce characteristics and personalities in cybersecurity and analogous
fields have employed numerous methodologies, both quantitative (Riek, Böhme and Moore, 2016) and
qualitative (Botta, Werlinger, Gagné, Beznosov, Iverson, Fels and Fisher, 2007). Quantitative approaches
such as a survey can be costly and a low response rate can render findings subject to the criticism that
they are not generalizable (Hodkinson, 2008). Qualitative approaches are subject to a similar criticism
and can take a lot of time when performed to an appropriate standard (Fielding and Thomas, 2008;
Gilbert, 2008). However, qualitative research has been used to good effect in some cybersecurity-related
studies; for example, Pettigrew and Ryan identify seven of these in their own qualitative study of IT
security decision-making (2012). More directly qualitative methods can be used, as in the “effective SIO”
study by Smith and Flanagan in the UK (2000). The “effective detective” study by Westera et al. in
Australia (2014) employed a mix of qualitative and quantitative methods including semi-structured
interviews, Repertory Grid Technique, and Critical Incident Technique. Some research tools combine
elements of quantitative and qualitative methodology. For example, while NEO-based personality profile
surveys produce a lot of data for analysis, interpretation of the data is arguably a qualitative process,
albeit one that requires specific expertise (McDonald and Edwards, 2007).

For the current project it was decided that three different approaches would be used, all quantitative in
their methodology. Given the considerable resources required to recruit participation from a highly
specific, not to mention very busy, target demographic, the use of secondary data was considered (Allum
and Arber, 2008). A large existing dataset – the almost 14,000 responses from IT professionals to the
2015 GWS survey – was identified as having the potential to shed light on the first four hypotheses if
several of its questions could be subjected to secondary analysis (Westmarland, 2011). At the same time,
more recent and more focused data would be helpful in confirming or refuting that analysis. A fresh
survey, far more modest in scope than the GWS, was thought to be feasible as a means of acquiring this
supporting data. The same survey instrument could also be used to gather personality data relevant to
hypotheses five and six, and ask questions relevant to hypothesis seven.

3.3 Research design

First, permission to perform secondary analysis of the tabulated responses to the GWS 2015 survey was
requested and obtained from (ISC)2 via the consulting firm of Frost & Sullivan that administers the study
for (ISC)2. The individual responses were not available, limiting the secondary analysis to the result
tables provided (of which there were 552). The answers to the two questions that might shed light on
the research hypotheses (numbers 21 and 24 in the survey) were in the form of Likert scales and the
Mean scores were provided (but not standard deviations). The subject matter of question 21 was
designated Attributes and question 24 was designated Competencies.

Second, a survey instrument was designed to collect data on Attributes and Competencies that could be
compared with that of GWS 2015, as well as the Characteristics identified in the Westera effective
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detective study (Westera et al. 2016), and the NEO-based personality profiles of IT workers presented
in Freed’s thesis (2014). The four categories of results from the survey instrument, which was dubbed
the CISO Survey, are mapped to the four pieces of comparative research in Table 2. Codes were assigned
to identify the areas with potential for comparative analysis.
Table 2: Research data sources and categories

GWS 2015
CISO Survey
Effective Detective

Attributes

Competencies

G15-A

G15-Co

CS-A

CS-Co

Characteristics

NEO Profile

CS-Ch

CS-N

ED-Ch

Freed Thesis

FR-N

While consideration was given to conducting follow-up interviews with selected participating CISOs,
these were not performed due to time and resource constraints. As a compromise, some survey
questions were made open-ended, allowing for additional comments. A basic thematic analysis of these
is provided in Chapter 4. There is every reason to think that qualitative research in this field, such as
grounded theory based studies using in-person interviews, would add considerably to our
understanding of the CISO role and its demands on the individual (Charmaz, 2014).

The decision to collect personality information with the CISO Survey was made with the intention of
comparing results from a fresh sample with those obtained by Freed. Any significant differences or
similarities could prove instructive; however, in line with the guidance of McDonald and Edwards, no
personality analysis was undertaken by the author (2007). The fact that persons untrained in
psychology can freely gather NEO personality data based on the FFM is due to the “open source” pool of
questions known as IPIP for International Personality Item Pool (IPIP, 2016). Frequent testing of these
items by a wide range of researchers has enabled shorter assessment instruments to be fielded while
maintaining consistent results based on validated constructs (Muck, Hell and Gosling, 2007).

While the IPIP NEO Short Form is 120 items as opposed to the original 300, this was still considered too
long for current purposes. Some 20 item versions have been successfully fielded (Donnellan, Oswald,
Baird and Lucas, 2006), however, it was decided that 30 items would be used in the CISO Survey,
enabling one item to be included for each of the six facets in each of the five domains. This would enable
some comparisons to be made with the work of Freed (2014) while keeping the overall survey
completion time suitably brief.

3.4 Research execution

After obtaining several hundred GWS data tables from (ISC)2 the appropriate ones were selected for
further analysis, first in Microsoft Excel, then later in IBM SPSS. It should be noted that Frost & Sullivan
collected the GWS data online over a 120-day period starting in October of 2014. The company recruited
participants using membership rosters from professional associations, such as (ISC)2 itself. This leaves
the results open to questions related to sample bias, but this approach to surveying is common in the
world of commercial surveys, which tend to be the only data sources available if the government fails to
engage in such research. At least the GWS contains a larger sample than many other studies in this field.

It was decided that the CISO Survey should also be fielded electronically, despite the not insignificant
concerns surrounding this approach, including sample bias (Hine, 2008). In the end, an online survey
instrument was chosen despite the drawbacks because the time and effort involved in any other form of
recruitment from this demographic would have been prohibitive (based on the author’s professional
experience, a reputable commercial agency would charge between $15,000 and $20,000 to get 250
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responses to a survey of similar scope from specific demographic such as information security
professionals). To accommodate the number of questions required by the CISO Survey design, a paid
Survey Monkey account was created (at the student rate). This account also enabled the survey form to
be given a more professional appearance, removing a potential barrier to participation. The form was
then assembled, incorporating all of the desired questions and the logic needed to implement the ethics
requirement of informed participant consent. After several rounds of testing and timing the number of
questions was reduced to keep the completion time below 15 minutes and the final version was fielded.

Participants were invited to visit an online portal to the survey (cisosurvey.org, see Appendix B). This
“Effective CISO Survey” portal was created to make the survey appealing and accessible, yet at the same
time anonymous, all while making sure that the necessary disclosures were made and participant
consent was fully-informed. Logic within the Survey Monkey component, which was launched by
participants from the portal over a secured internet connection, required them to confirm that they had
read the information disclosure before they gave consent (Appendix C). The survey forms did not
request names or email addresses but a withdrawal mechanism was provided by which a participant’s
unique code could be emailed to the author, prior to the survey close date, requesting deletion of their
survey entry. The survey was fielded on July 7 and closed on August 15. No withdrawal requests were
received, although not all participants who started the survey completed it.

To recruit participants, a form of snowball sampling was used (Sturgis, 2008). Electronic invitations to
participate were extended via professional connections on LinkedIn, specifically through industry
groups of which the author is a member. Other social media channels were used to inform people about
the survey, including Twitter, Google Plus, and the author’s blog. However, the direct link to the survey
was never shared and all traffic was directed to the survey portal to insure that participants were fully
aware of the nature of the survey. No incentives to participate were offered except an early look at the
results prior to their publication (a specific date for which was not given).

3.5 Limitations and ethical considerations

In accordance with Department of Criminology procedures, the proposed research was submitted to the
appropriate University of Leicester Ethics Sub-Committee for review and no research was attempted
prior to receiving approval from the university. When the letter of approval was received (Appendix A),
the caveats therein were duly noted and closely observed during the entire process of survey design,
distribution, analysis, and reporting.

To ensure that the proposed research was ethical, it was designed in accordance with the six key ESRC
principles of ethical research established by the Economic and Social Research Council and published in
the ‘ESRC Framework for research ethics: Updated January 2015’ (ESRC, 2015). The rights of
participants were respected and protected at all times, with the survey instrument being designed to
enable anonymous submissions while also offering a right of withdrawal. All information from
participants was collected over encrypted communications and stored in encrypted form on
appropriately protected systems that were monitored for signs of intrusion or attempted intrusion
(numerous attempted intrusions into the survey portal were detected and blocked at the network level,
but no personally identifiable data was ever stored on that server and no unauthorized access was
detected).

In terms of ethical risks, these were considered to be relatively low because the intended research
subjects were established professionals participating voluntarily and no financial incentives were on
offer or implied. Participants were promised an early look at a report of the results of the survey (this
will be provided prior to any formal publication). During the survey distribution phase, the author did
request assistance in snowballing the survey from several colleagues and acquaintances within the
cybersecurity community, but no recompense or quid pro quo was offered or implied.
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One potential limitation of the research became obvious after the survey launched: a low response rate.
Apparently the very same cybersecurity skills gap that sparked the research has also created a serious
“bandwidth” issue among members of the target audience. In other words, many CISOs are currently
under-staffed because of the skills gap and thus short of time to take surveys. Compounding this problem
is the large number of survey invitations that IT professionals routinely receive. The bandwidth and
“survey fatigue” factors had partially been addressed by keeping the survey to under 15 minutes
completion time; but despite that the number of complete responses was disappointing as it weakens
the statistical validity of the results.
It is worth noting that the challenge of getting overworked professionals in the field of cybersecurity to
spend time with researchers is a general one, with some serious implications for future studies. Even
the GWS itself has been scaled back for its 2017 iteration (the survey instrument for this was launched
while the author’s CISO Survey was being conducted). The reduced 2017 GWS question set, noted by the
author as a participant, may be due to complaints of survey overload from security professionals (the
author was invited to participate in a dozen surveys during the time his own research was conducted –
see Appendix D). A shortage of people to do the work of cybersecurity would seem to be a growing
obstacle to building a better understanding of what that work entails.

Another important limitation of the research design is the use of snowball sampling, a type of nonprobability, convenience sampling that not only limits the validity of any generalizations from the data
but also favours people who are more engaged socially (Sturgis, 2008). Sample bias has been a persistent
issue in surveys conducted within the computer security profession as responses are often limited to
those people who have the time and inclination to respond, and response rates relative to a sampling
frame are often not tracked (Ryan and Jefferson, 2003).
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Chapter Four: Results and Analysis
4.1 Data description
The 2015 GWS survey data tables used for the secondary research were provided by Frost & Sullivan in
the form of 12 Microsoft Excel spreadsheets and 12 text documents that could be read in Microsoft Word.
These files tabulated 13,930 responses from IT professionals. Most respondents (70%) worked in an
information security role and over half (56%) were located in North America. About one in five (20%)
responses were from Europe with the rest spread across the five remaining continents (note that
individual survey responses were not provided, so statistical analysis based on individual data records
was not possible). Just under one third of the respondents (n = 4,550) were in their thirties, slightly more
than one third (n = 4,853) were in their forties. The rest of the respondents were either under 30
(n=794) or over 49 (n = 3,733). Reflecting the profession’s regrettably persistent gender imbalance,
most of the respondents (90%) were male. In terms of education, most respondents had a degree (90%),
with many having a degree above the bachelor level (45%). Three quarters of all survey participants
held the CISSP qualification (75%). Analysis of responses to key questions will be presented after the
CISO Survey data is introduced.
The CISO Survey received a total of 75 responses; however, only 56 respondents completed the entire
survey including the NEO personality profile. A slightly greater number completed the sections
corresponding to Attributes, Competencies, and Characteristics (n = 58). Responses were received from
12 countries, with most being from the US (n=42) followed by India (n=4). Most of the respondents held
positions equivalent to CISO (n=32). Of the respondents who completed the Attributes, Competencies
and Characteristics, almost two thirds were 45 years of age or older (n = 39). Almost all were male
(93%). All of these respondents had at least a bachelor’s degree and more than half (55%) had a master’s
degree or higher. Many held the CISSP qualification (74%). More than half (55%) worked at
organizations with more than one thousand employees.

4.2 Attributes

Analysis of the primary and secondary data will now be presented, beginning with the Attributes,
followed by Competencies, Characteristics, and the NEO personality traits. The analysis will look at the
data separately and then comparatively.

4.2.1 Attributes in the GWS 2015
The primary focus of the secondary analysis of responses to the GWS 2015 survey was the question that
asked respondents to rate 12 items based on the perceived value of their contribution to success as a
professional in the field of information security (using a five point Likert scale). The secondary research
designated these items Attributes to distinguish them from the other factors being evaluated and
because the published GWS 2015 report referred to them as ‘attributes’ (ISC2, 2015: 24). The mean score
for each Attribute is listed in Table 3 (N = 13,903, SD not available).

Note that, despite the highly technical nature of the digital assets that information security professionals
are charged with protecting, those surveyed only ranked Technical knowledge fourth (M = 4.32) as an
attribute contributing to success. The soft skill attribute of Communication skills received the highest
rating (M = 4.43), with Broad understanding of the security field a close second (M = 4.42).
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Table 3: Attribute data from GWS 2015 (G15-A)
Attributes
Communication skills
Broad understanding of the security field
Awareness and understanding of the latest security threats
Technical knowledge
Knowledge of relevant regulatory policy
Security policy formulation and application
Leadership skills
Possession of an information security certification
Project management skills
Business management skills
Legal knowledge
Possession of an information security degree

Mean
4.43
4.42
4.38
4.32
3.93
3.91
3.89
3.76
3.65
3.54
3.29
3.09

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Also ahead of Technical knowledge was Awareness and understanding of the latest security threats (M =
4.38). Right at the bottom of the list is the cornerstone of numerous public and private sector responses
to the cybersecurity skills gap: Possession of an information security degree (M = 3.09). Clearly, the
cybersecurity professionals who participated in the 2015 GWS study thought that such a degree was less
valuable than the other attributes, including Possession of an information security certification (M = 3.76).
The published version of the 2015 GWS reported the same Attribute question with a chart that listed the
items according to the percentage of respondents who ranked them as first or second. In that table,
Communication skills were listed as second to Broad understanding, but with both scoring the same
(90%). Analysis of the original data shows Communication skills was in fact marginally ahead of Broad
understanding (90.04% v. 89.94%). All of the other Attributes in the published report were ranked as
shown in Table 3. Further Secondary analysis shows that the perceived value of several of the Attributes
did vary by respondent age group.
To test H1, that older information security professionals placed a lower value on information security
degrees, a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient was computed with SPSS. This indicated a
negative correlation with age, r(4) = -.959, p = .041. Thus, H1 was confirmed within the GWS 2015 data.
However, the correlation between age and possession of an information security certification was not
found to be significant, so H2 was not proved within the GWS 2015 respondents. It appears that having
an information security degree, a qualification that is relatively recent, is valued more by younger
security professional, but information security certification, which is more widely held and has been
available for more than 20 years (Cobb, 2016a), is broadly valued across age cohorts, ranking well above
a degree.

The rankings in Table 3 provide direct evidence of the relatively higher value that cybersecurity
professionals place on Communication skills relative to Technical knowledge and thus tend to support
H3. Additional data pertinent to this hypothesis will be examined in a moment. Secondary analysis
showed that the value placed on Communication skills does indeed increase with age, r(4) = .989, p =
.011. This helps to confirm H4 within the GWS 2015 responses. Interestingly, an even stronger positive
correlation was revealed between age and Broad understanding, r(4) = .999, p = .001. A negative
correlation was found between age and Business management skills, r(4) = -.962, p = .038. A similarly
negative and even stronger correlation existed between age and Legal knowledge , r(4) = -.988, p = .012.
To further explore attitudes to some of the key Attributes, scores were analysed relative to length of
professional experience. This analysis revealed further support for H4: the value of Communication skills
correlated significantly with length of time in the information security business, r(6) = .912, p = .011.
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Even more significant was the positive connection between experience and Technical knowledge, r(6) =
.924, p = .008. The relatively low esteem afforded information security degrees by seasoned security
professionals had a strong negative correlation with years of experience, r(6) = -.978, p = .001.

4.2.2 Attributes in the CISO Survey
Like the GWS 2015 study, the CISO Survey found communication skills to be the most valuable attribute
for success (M = 4.43), while the least valued of the listed attributes was an information security degree
(M = 3.09). The median attribute scores from the CISO Survey are shown in Table 4, together with the
GWS ranking for comparison.
Table 4: Attribute data from CISO Survey (CS-A)

Attributes
Communication skills
Awareness and understanding of the latest security threats
Broad understanding of the security field
Leadership skills
Technical knowledge
Knowledge of relevant regulatory policy
Security policy formulation and application
Business management skills
Project management skills
Legal knowledge
Possession of an information security certification
Possession of an information security degree

Mean
4.75
4.64
4.61
4.57
4.16
4.09
4.00
3.98
3.84
3.68
3.38
2.98

Rank

GWS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
3
2
7
4
5
6
10
9
11
8
12

Note that the CISO Survey respondents valued Leadership skills over Technical knowledge. The latter was
displaced to fifth, underlining the importance of soft skills over the types of knowledge that tend to be
the focus of efforts to bolster the cybersecurity ranks. A comparison of the values from both datasets is
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Attribute values for CISO Survey and GWS 2015
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Analysis using SPSS revealed no significant correlation between the age of the CISO Survey respondents
and the value attributed to either communication skills or technical knowledge. This might be due to the
fact that the far larger GWS sample was more evenly distributed across age ranges, whereas two-thirds
of the CISO Survey participants were over 45. Indeed, there was only one significant correlation with age
and that was Awareness and understanding of the latest security threats, r(56) =.330, p = .011. This is
reflected in the higher mean score of this attribute, which ranked second, as can be seen in Figure 2.

4.3 Competencies

The 2015 GWS survey asked participants to rate the significance of 14 items that it referred to ‘as skills
and competencies in information security’ and included among them two items that were specifically
referred to as ‘soft skills’, namely: Communication skills and Analytical skills. ((ISC)2, 2015: 25). The
scores for these competencies were subjected to secondary analysis, reported next, followed by a
comparison with responses to the same question as posed in the CISO Survey.

4.3.1 Competencies in the GWS 2015
Slightly more than half the respondents of the GWS survey (n = 7,985) answered the question about how
significant certain soft skills and information security competencies were in achieving their current
position or level in the profession. The possible responses were: Very significant, Somewhat significant,
or Not significant at all. The results were published as a per cent of survey respondents selecting Very
Significant, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Competency data from GWS 2015 (G15-Co)

Competencies

Mean

Rank

Communications skills

77%

1

Analytical skills

75%

2

Risk assessment and management

58%

3

Governance, risk management, and compliance (GRC)

50%

4

InfoSystems and security operations management

47%

5

Incident investigation and response

41%

6

Architecture

41%

7

Platform or technology specific skills

40%

8

Engineering

31%

9

Business and business development skills

26%

10

Data administration and management

23%

11

Virtualization

21%

12

Software system development

18%

13

8%

14

Acquisition/Procurement (supply chain)

As with the GWS Attribute rankings shown earlier in Table 3, the Competency rankings place
Communication skills above the more technical competencies such as Architecture, Platform or
technology specific skills, Engineering, Virtualization, and Software system development. Analysis
confirmed that Communication skills was positively correlated with age, r(4) = .995, p = .005. Several
other positive correlations with age were observed, including Analytical skills, GRC, and Risk assessment
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and management; whereas there were strong negative correlations
Acquisition/Procurement, Data administration, and Incident investigation.

between

age

and

4.3.2 Competencies in the CISO Survey
Respondents to the CISO survey were presented with a soft skills and information security competencies
question similar to the one that was posed in the GWS, but scored on a 5-point Likert scale (from 1 = Not
at all significant to 5 = Very significant). The results, ranked by mean score, are shown in Table 6 below,
together with the GWS rankings for comparison. The order of the top three entries matches the order in
the GWS and places the soft skills of analysis and communication ahead of the more technical
competencies. It should be noted that risk assessment and management is third in both datasets and the
top rated sector-specific competency. This suggests this competency is critical to information security
management (Bonney, Hayslip and Stamper, 2016).
Table 6: CISO Survey results for competencies (CS-Co)

Competencies – CISO Survey

Mean

Rank

GWS

Communications skills

4.71

1

1

Analytical skills

4.36

2

2

Risk assessment and management

4.21

3

3

InfoSystems and security operations management

4.21

4

5

Governance, risk management, and compliance (GRC)

4.05

5

4

Architecture

4.04

6

7

Incident investigation and response

3.98

7

6

Platform or technology specific skills

3.55

8

10

Business and business development skills

3.54

9

8

Data administration and management

3.36

10

11

Engineering

3.29

11

9

Acquisition/Procurement (supply chain)

3.09

12

12

Virtualization

3.02

13

13

Software system development

2.98

14

14

When the CISO Survey results for competencies were subjected to bivariate analysis in SPSS a significant
correlation was seen between age and the value placed on Communication skills, r(56) = .330, p <.011.
This finding means that data from two separate studies tend to confirm H4: the value placed on
communication skills by cybersecurity professionals in general increases with length of time in the field
and seniority within the organization’s cybersecurity management.

4.4 Characteristics

Earlier it was noted that, in the context of cybercrime and Routine Activity Theory, cybersecurity
professionals occupy the role of capable guardians. It was hypothesized that comparing them to other
capable guardians, such as law enforcement professionals, could provide insight into the qualities
required to effectively fulfil the role of cyber guardian. As revealed by the literature review and
discussed in the context of methodology, there have been numerous academic studies of criminal
investigators and police detectives. The effective detective study by Westera et al. used qualitative
methods to achieve consensus among a group of detectives (N = 30) on 12 ‘skill categories’ deemed most
likely to differentiate effective detectives from those who are less effective (2014). Some of these items
were clearly soft skills and some sounded more like personal qualities or characteristics than skills,
hence the present study has designated this part of the CISO survey data as Characteristics.
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While it was not possible to replicate the qualitative methods used in the Westera effective detective
study in the present research, it was felt that getting a cybersecurity perspective on this set of items
might be illuminating. The exact phrasing of the question in the CISO Survey was as follows: How
important do you think it is for a Chief Information Security Officer to possess the following qualities?
The 12 items from Westera et al. are listed in Table 7 together with the mean scores from the CISO survey
respondents (N = 58).
Table 7: CISO Survey results for characteristics (CS-ch)

Characteristics

CISO: Mean/SD

Communication

6.66

ED: Rank
Communication

Leadership

6.55

Motivation

Decision-making

6.38

Thoroughness

Teamwork

6.32

Decision-making

Motivation

6.27

Management

Thoroughness

6.16

Experience

Resilience

6.14

Leadership

Knowledge

6.04

Knowledge

Management

6.00

Resilience

Tenacity

6.00

Tenacity

Experience

5.95

Teamwork

CISO Survey participants were asked to rate each item on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 = Not important
to 7 = Very important. Also provided in the table is the ranking of these items from the effective detective
study (Westera et al., 2014).

As with Attributes and Competencies, it was Communication that topped the list for both detectives and
CISOs. However, further congruencies between the two datasets were limited, although it should be
noted that Knowledge and Tenacity were near the bottom in both rankings. The variations in results from
these two studies may well be due to the dissimilarities between information security work and
detective work, not the least being the fact that the latter is performed as a public service, while the
former is mainly conducted in the private sector (less than 30% of the CISO Survey respondents worked
in either government or education). These results tend to confirm H5: cybersecurity professionals value
key character traits differently from some other professional guardians.

Upon further analysis of the Characteristics data, a positive correlation was detected between age and
Communication, r(56) = .369, p = .004. A very similar correlation was found between years of experience
and Communication, r(56) = .364, p = .005). Taken together, these findings provide further support for
H4, the tendency of information security managers to value communication skills more as they get older
and have more experience.

4.5 Personality traits

During the last four decades, in dozens of studies, researchers have measured personality factors in their
attempts to better understand the people who create and implement information technology (Cruz et al.
2015). Yet the personality traits of the people who defend that technology from criminal misuse and
abuse do not appear to have been studied until 2004; furthermore, the results of that research were not
published until 2007 (Whalen and Gates). In this study, which employed the Big 5 model that was
discussed earlier in 2.2.5, participants scored high for Conscientiousness and low for Openness. The
authors noted that the latter finding could imply limited ability to respond quickly to emerging security
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situations, but also observed that this might not be problematic because these particular study
participants, attendees at a 2004 computer security conference, were less likely to be in operational
roles due to the nature of the conference. Indeed, the major accomplishment of the study was to point
to ways forward for future research. Sadly, such research has been slow to appear.

A personality-based study of cybersecurity team performance was published in 2015 (Cowley, Nauer
and Anderson), but only one other example was located during the literature review. This was the FFMbased thesis by Freed in which the personality characteristics of cybersecurity professionals were
compared to those of the general IT workforce (2014). Using the IPIP NEO Short Form, Freed found
differences on six narrow traits or facets: Trust, Intellect, Vulnerability, Self Consciousness,
Assertiveness, and Adventurousness (2014). That these particular differences were identified suggests
that, at the very least, the personalities of cybersecurity people may differ significantly from those of
other IT professionals, and thus further exploration of the personality of career information security
professionals appears justified. As Freed observed, this area of research has practical implications for
the workforce, such as crafting training programs that are ‘specifically geared towards cybersecurity
professionals’ unique personality characteristics’ (Freed, 2014: 40).
In an effort to evaluate the claim that cybersecurity professionals have distinctive personality profiles,
the CISO Survey included a 30-item NEO profile section (see Appendix C, Question 18). Mean scores for
the five OCEAN domains are listed in Table 8.
Table 8: CISO Survey OCEAN domain means compared with Freed

Domain/Facet
Openness
Conscientiousness
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Neuroticism

CISO Survey
M
SD
3.708
1.088
4.039
0.923
3.408
1.122
3.592
1.179
2.313
1.235

Freed - Cybersecurity
M
SD
3.442
0.551
3.932
4.047
3.285
0.527
3.452
0.484
2.589
0.552

Freed – IT
M
3.254
3.866
3.285
3.624
2.713

SD
0.478
0.555
0.517
0.474
0.625

Also listed in Table 8 are the domain means from Freed’s study of cybersecurity professionals and IT
professionals. Note the trend for the domains of Openness, Conscientiousness, and Neuroticism. Where
Freed’s scores rise from IT to Cybersecurity, the CISO Survey scores are even higher (Conscientiousness
and Openness). Where Freed saw the mean for Neuroticism fall from IT to Cybersecurity, the CISO
Survey mean is even lower. This could indicate that the more closely involved with cybersecurity people
become the more important these domains become for success.
The CISO Survey results were explored for correlations between demographic variables and domain
scores. Two of the five domains showed a statistically significant positive correlation with age:
Conscientiousness r(54) = .248, p = .034 and Neuroticism r(54) = -.343, p = .010. A negative correlation
was observed between length of time working as a security professional and Neuroticism r(54) = -.330,
p = .013.

As was previously noted, high conscientiousness and low neuroticism have been identified as good
predictors of performance in police work (Ono et al. 2011), and life in general (Borghans et al, 2009).
However, some psychologists like to look beyond the domain level to the facets, for example, within the
CISO Survey respondents, two facets of Conscientiousness were particularly strong: Achievement (M =
4.518) and Dutifulness (M = 4.464). Freed’s cybersecurity group also had a relatively strong score for
Achievement (M = 4.390), slightly less so for Dutifulness (M = 4.033). All of the OCEAN domains and
corresponding facets are listed in Table 9.
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Table 9: CISO Survey domain and facet means compared with Freed
Domain/Facet
O Adventurousness
O Artistic Interests
O Emotionality
O Imagination
O Intellect
O Liberalism
Openness
C Achievement
C Cautiousness
C Dutifulness
C Orderliness
C Self-Discipline
C Self-Efficacy
Conscientiousness
E Activity Level
E Assertiveness
E Cheerfulness
E Excitement
E Friendliness
E Gregariousness
Extraversion
A Altruism
A Cooperation
A Modesty
A Morality
A Sympathy
A Trust
Agreeableness
N Anger
N Anxiety
N Depression
N Immoderation
N Self-Consciousness
N Vulnerability
Neuroticism

CISO
M
3.821
3.911
3.036
4.107
3.911
3.464
3.708
4.518
3.696
4.464
3.393
3.821
4.339
4.039
3.714
4.071
3.071
3.625
3.500
2.464
3.408
4.286
3.286
3.125
4.161
3.429
3.268
3.592
2.446
3.286
2.071
2.071
2.214
1.786
2.313

SD
1.037
0.912
1.101
0.748
1.023
1.267
0.567
1.101
0.597
1.097
0.710
0.662
1.097
0.776
1.116
0.857
1.035
1.052
0.647
1.359
1.254
0.996
1.100
1.026
1.335
1.221
1.015
1.033
1.081
1.113

Freed - Cybersecurity
M
SD
3.467
0.715
3.596
0.868
3.463
0.779
3.460
0.942
3.952
0.780
2.713
1.037
3.442
4.390
0.562
3.854
0.828
4.033
0.570
3.730
0.864
3.635
0.559
4.208
0.477
3.975
3.314
0.646
3.893
0.730
3.610
0.713
2.786
0.731
3.427
0.950
2.680
0.962
3.285
3.996
0.715
3.824
0.738
2.915
0.876
3.493
0.547
3.515
0.767
2.971
0.853
3.452
2.722
0.960
2.658
0.816
2.162
0.831
2.874
0.494
2.915
0.937
2.202
0.846
2.589

Freed – IT
M
SD
3.002
0.704
3.480
0.924
3.370
0.579
3.345
0.885
3.645
0.799
2.680
0.906
3.254
4.320
0.694
3.760
0.912
3.993
0.676
3.415
0.896
3.595
0.711
4.112
0.514
3.866
3.275
0.745
3.535
0.694
3.730
0.611
2.905
0.763
3.415
0.879
2.792
0.936
3.275
4.030
0.599
3.945
0.824
3.100
0.725
3.577
0.477
3.780
0.690
3.310
0.829
3.624
2.775
0.945
2.845
0.908
2.115
0.871
2.875
0.592
3.180
0.718
2.485
0.859
2.713

At the facet level, Freed had found that cybersecurity professionals scored significantly lower than other
information technology professionals in the facets of Sympathy and Trust, and significantly higher in the
facet Intellect. These are illustrated in Table 9, together with the matching results from CISO Survey
profile, which recorded similar differences for Sympathy and Trust, although these were not found to be
significant when analysed using the Independent T-test function in SPSS. To further explore potential
differences in personality profile, the CISO Survey respondents were divided into two groups based on
role: those who were CISO or similar; then the rest, dubbed non-CISOs. The Independent T-test function
in SPSS did find significant differences between CISOs and non-CISOs on two of the 30 facets. For the
facet Altruism, CISOs (M = 4.09, SD = .689) had significantly lower scores when compared to non-CISOs
(M = 4.54, SD = .509), t(54) = -2.681, p = .010. The same was true for Self-efficacy, with CISOs (M = 4.16,
SD = .723) scoring lower than non-CISOs (M = 4.58, SD = .504), t(54) = -2.475, p = .01.
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4.6 Additional data points
The CISO Survey collected several additional pieces of information and these are analysed in this section
before the dissertation progresses to a discussion of the findings described in the preceding sections.

4.6.1 A question of degrees
Although the 2015 GWS survey asked respondents about the value of an information security degree it
did not ask whether or not participants possessed such a degree. That made it impossible to explore a
fairly obvious hypothesis: that those who possess such a degree would consider it more valuable than
those who do not. The CISO Survey did ask respondents to indicate if they had an information security
degree and if so, did they consider it valuable. Among the respondents who answered the question (N =
58) about a quarter (n = 15) indicated they had either a Bachelors or a Masters degree in information
security or both (n = 7).

When participants were asked to indicate the value of various Attributes, the mean score for possession
of an information security degree among all respondents was 3.09 (see Table 4). The mean score among
those who had such a degree was 3.33, but it was 2.85 among those who did not. While the sample size
was very small and these results are thus not highly generalizable, they tend to support two hypotheses
worthy of further exploration in a larger study: first, that cybersecurity professionals who have an
information security degree are likely to see such a qualification as more valuable to their career than
those who do not have such a degree; second, that cybersecurity professionals who have an information
security degree do not see it as more valuable to their career than numerous other attributes, including
professional certification.
4.6.2 Other responses
The CISO Survey questions about Attributes and Competencies offered participants an opportunity to
note other factors of value or significance to the effective information security professional. Just over a
third of respondents (n = 21) provided responses. These were numbered (P1, P2, Pn) and subjected to
thematic analysis (Guest, MacQueen and Namey, 2011), a technique that can be used to identify concepts
conveyed, either implicitly or explicitly, by textual data (Boyatiz, 1998).

The survey responses to were analysed using “open coding” (Saldana, 2013), and several themes
emerged, the most notable being Humbleness. Three respondents cited humbleness or humility as being
very important and another expressed sentiments thematically consistent with humbleness (P3:
‘listening to others, ability to “know what you don’t know”’).

Another clear theme was Learning (P5: ‘constant learning’; P9: ‘willingness to learn’; P17: ‘Ability to
learn’). This reflected the demands inherent in another theme: Adaptability (P16: Adaptability; P17:
‘Ability to … adapt to changing threats and technology’; P5: ‘Openness to continuous process
improvement’; P10: ‘Ability to … analyse DYNAMICS of the issues (i.e. not just a snapshot in time)’; P9:
endless curiosity).
Along with Humbleness and Adaptability there was a theme of Listening (P3: ‘listening to others’; P4:
‘Listening’; P12: Community Support, All Companies/Enterprise working together, Information
Sharing’). One other theme was clear: Business. This reflects the widespread notion that CISOs cannot
be effective unless they can see cybersecurity as a business problem, one that cannot be addressed
without understanding the business (P1: ‘a business challenge’; P7: ‘Knowledge of business operations’;
P6: ‘Linking business with security’). Two other responses to the invitation to list additional factors of
value are worth noting because, while they do not constitute a theme, they do serve as a reminder that
CISOs can possess a sense of humour (P19: ‘Don’t be an ass’; P14: ‘Broad and deep understanding of your
industry, business operations, and business model. Otherwise, you're just another guy with an opinion’).
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4.6.3 Differences of opinion
In order to make the CISO Survey more enjoyable for participants, and thus more likely to be
‘snowballed’, two less formal questions were included. These provided an opportunity to compare the
opinions of information security professionals with those of the general public on two cybersecurityrelated issues, based on similar questions asked in several published national polls (Cobb, 2016b).

Early in the survey, respondents were asked if they agreed that the country was experiencing a computer
crime wave. At the end of the survey they were asked to select one of three responses to this statement:
The federal government is not doing enough to catch and prosecute people who commit computer
crimes. The responses from US participants are reported in Figure 3 below where they are compared
with results from similar questions posed in national polls of US adults.
Figure 3: CISO Survey respondents vs. general public on two issues

On the question of whether or not America is experiencing a computer crime wave, both groups agreed
that it was, by a wide margin. However, note that the margin was much wider among the US CISO Survey
respondents (N = 42).
Public and CISO sentiment was more closely aligned when it came to the need for the government to do
more about cybercrime. At the same time, it is clear that those who manage cybersecurity for
organizations were less likely to say that they were not bothered by cybercrime.

4.6.3 The skills gap at work
The CISO Survey included one question about the skills gap itself. Respondents were asked to describe
their organization’s experience when it comes to hiring people for the cybersecurity roles it needs to fill.
The responses are charted in Figure 4 as shown on the next page.
The available answers were: Very difficult, Moderately difficult, Moderately easy, Very easy, and Don’t
know. None of the respondents selected Very easy and only one in ten said hiring for cybersecurity roles
was Moderately easy. About half of participants said that cybersecurity hiring was Moderately difficult
(48%) and more than one third answered Very difficult. These results can be taken as further evidence
that the cybersecurity skills gap is negatively impacting organizations.
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Figure 4: CISO Survey views on hiring difficulty for cybersecurity roles

Note that the percentage of respondents who said hiring was either moderately or very difficult adds up
to 83%. Compare this to the percentage of respondents to a contemporaneous survey of IT decision
makers in multiple countries (N = 775) that admitted to a shortage of cybersecurity skills: 82%
(Intel/CSIS, 2016). In that same study, 71% of respondents said that the skills shortage was responsible
for “direct and measurable damage to organizations whose lack of talent makes them more desirable
hacking targets”.
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Chapter Five: Discussion
This chapter places the analysis of the research data in context and discusses some of the implications
that it may have for the issue that is the focus of this dissertation: efforts to close the cybersecurity skills
gap that threatens the security of many organizations and individuals.

5.1 Research challenges

During the last two decades the reliance on information systems and the scale and severity of attacks
against them have risen to the point where cybersecurity failures pose an existential threat to
organizations (SEC, 2015). In Chapter 2 it was established that the demand for cybersecurity
professionals who possess the knowledge, skill, and ability necessary to defend the organization against
these attacks currently exceeds the supply. It was also established that investments are being made in
efforts to close this cybersecurity skills gap at all levels: global, national, regional, local, and
organizational. Some individuals are also investing in their own training and education in order to enter
and advance in the cybersecurity profession. Yet, as was asserted in Chapter 3, all of this activity is taking
place in the absence of a solid body of objective, academically sound knowledge about what it takes to
be effective as a cybersecurity professional. This creates the risk that unfounded assumptions will
undermine efforts to close the skills gap and potentially produce unwanted results that impact society
at large as well as individual members of the workforce.

As noted in Chapter 3, one of the challenges inherent in addressing this problematic lack of knowledge
is that many of the people whom researchers need to study are too busy to be studied, because of the
very skills gap on which the research is attempting to shed light. Despite this, some data was obtained
for the present study, and it was analysed in Chapter 4. While the data comes with the caveats and
limitations noted in Chapter 3, the results of the analysis provide potentially valuable insight into some
of the aforementioned assumptions at play in efforts to address the cybersecurity skills gap.

5.2 Discussion of results

While the literature review was able to document efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap, it found
scant evidence of academic research to inform these efforts beyond the creation of a workforce
framework with corresponding KSAs. Notable exceptions are the three personality studies cited earlier
(Whalen and Gates, 2007; Freed, 2014; Cowley et al., 2015), and a variety of projects such as CATA that
are military in their orientation (Morris and Waage, 2015). The result of this situation, as suspected at
the outset of the present research project and confirmed by the results presented in Chapter 4, is that
some of the common assumptions about what it takes to succeed as a cybersecurity professional are
unfounded.
5.2.1 Degrees and certification
There are effective CISOs who do not have information security degrees and do not see great value in
them. While younger cybersecurity professionals tend to see more value in information security degrees,
as do people who have them, those degrees are generally valued less than numerous other attributes,
including professional certification. Despite this, a lot of the efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap
focus on an academic path that leads to such degrees (for example, the CyberCorps Scholarship for
Service program in the US is supported by 50 universities: OPM, 2016). This misalignment became
apparent when the 2015 GWS was published; however it does not appear to have received much
attention. This could be due to a perception of bias: how convenient that a study performed at the behest
of a professional certification organization, namely (ISC)2, found information security degrees to be less
valuable than certification. However, the parallel findings from the CISO Survey argue against such bias,
at least to the extent that any study based on a self-selected sample can determine.
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Further evidence that information security degrees are not a powerful cure for the cybersecurity skills
gap can be found in several places, starting with the 2015 GWS survey itself. Some of the results from
that survey were not published, including a question asking those respondents who were responsible
for hiring information security staff (N = 3,327) what importance they accorded each of four different
factors when making hiring decisions: information security certifications, information security or
related degree, knowledge of relevant regulator policies, or relevant information security experience.
Experience emerged as the top rated factor, placing in the top two for most participants (94%). However,
degrees faired worst, placed in the top spots by less than half of the respondents (46%), well below
regulatory policy knowledge (65%) and certifications (70%).

Another source of possible insight into what might be called the “infosec degree dilemma” is ISACA’s
2016 Cybersecurity Snapshot Global Survey which included a question about hiring new graduates for
entry-level cybersecurity positions (ISACA, 2016). Almost two thirds of the respondents said it was
difficult ‘to identify who has an adequate level of skills and knowledge’ (63%, n=2906). This could be
due to one or more of several factors. The content and focus of information security degrees varies
widely, from highly academic to very hands-on; or it could be that graduates are not schooled in how to
convey their skills and knowledge. Furthermore, it could be argued that assessing cybersecurity skills
and knowledge is inherently difficult. Whatever the actual factors at work might be, the current situation
appears to be that information security degrees are not highly favoured as an indicator of potential for
cybersecurity hires, at least not by cybersecurity professionals with hiring authority. This constitutes a
dilemma for entrants and participants in the workforce seeking to map a career path in cybersecurity:
invest several years, and possibly tens of thousands of dollars, in a degree; or opt to learn on the job and
earn one or more certifications while earning money.

The infosec degree dilemma also complicates matters for the organization’s human resource function,
which is accustomed to screening job applications by degree status, and developing pay scales in which
a degree carries considerable weight. It is important to bear in mind that even when a cybersecurity
professional has hiring authority, most organizations have a hiring process that involves a human
resources department, one that may not be well-equipped to identify cybersecurity talent, degreed or
otherwise, a phenomenon identified and documented by PPS: ‘Our surveys reveal that front-line
managers are consistently less satisfied with the effort to hire new cybersecurity talent than their peers
in HR’ (2009: ii).

The broad support for information security certifications documented in the analysis may be due in part
to the fact that, while information security degree curricula vary greatly between institutions, the
specific knowledge required to obtain professional certification is typically well defined and
documented in great detail. This provides a level of certainty as to what the certified cybersecurity
candidate knows, a boon to the organization that is hiring and wants to know exactly what it is getting,
at least in terms of a candidate’s knowledge. However, in terms of providing proof of candidate skills
and the ability to exercise them in practice, certifications are open to criticism due to the phenomenon
of “teaching to the test” which can be seen in the many “boot camp” training offerings for security
certification (Briney, 2015).
As one ISACA survey suggests, the task of evaluating the practical skills of candidates for cybersecurity
roles is a difficult one (ISACA, 2016a). Another ISACA survey indicated that just over half (53%) of
organizations needed at least three months to fill open cybersecurity positions (ISACA, 2016b). It could
be that difficulties evaluating candidates contribute to that delay. Several approaches to addressing this
aspect of the cybersecurity skills gap have been suggested, one of which is to create certifications based
less on book learning than on practical tests in which skills can be demonstrated. Another approach is
to borrow from the military concept of a proving ground and create cyber proving grounds where
candidates could develop their skills and be tested in virtual attack and defend simulations (Alfonso,
2010). An ad hoc version of this approach has become a reality in the form of cyber defence competitions,
increasingly popular in American high schools, although it is not clear whether participation in these
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competitions is a strong predictor of either cybersecurity as a career choice, or even performance in a
cybersecurity role (Tobey, Pusey and Burely, 2014; Tobey, 2015). Some participants in these
competitions could just as easily decide to become app developers or robotics engineers as
cybersecurity professionals. A promising sign is the emergence of serious academic research on cyber
competitors such as that by Bashir, Lambert, Wee and Guo (2015), which employed FFM in conjunction
with Holland’s interest classification of vocational personality types known as RIASEC for their initials:
Realistic, Investigative, Artistic, Social, Enterprising, and Conventional (Fruyt and Mervielde, 1999). The
study was a promising first step towards determining the potential of cyber competitions to recruit
students into cybersecurity careers. Also notable is the job performance modelling work with vignettes
that Tobey is adapting for talent management in cyber defence competitions (2015).

5.2.2 Communications skills and technical knowledge
Participants in the CISO Survey confirmed that communication skills are highly valued throughout the
cybersecurity profession (H3); furthermore, appreciation for these skills increases as information
security professionals advance in their careers (H4). However, this hardly means that technical
knowledge is not important to the CISO role; a more likely interpretation is that, at this level of the
cybersecurity profession, technical knowledge is a given. Indeed, technical knowledge is implicit in other
highly valued attributes like awareness and understanding of the latest security threats (for example, a
CISO would be expected to process news that a missing bounds check has rendered the TLS heartbeat
extension vulnerable to attack, then formulate a response strategy for the organization, and explain the
implications to the C-suite).

That said, information security analysts grumbling about a lack of technical knowledge at the CISO level
is not unusual. This may well be due to confusion between working knowledge and the ability to acquire
understanding. The scale, complexity, and speed of change of today’s information systems renders a
detailed working knowledge of all the ingredients all but impossible to maintain, especially if that
knowledge has to coexist with awareness of business operations, customer demands, and industry
regulations. What CISOs need above all is the ability to understand, evaluate, and process what they are
told, while knowing whom to ask, or where to look, for the information. That ability is not only crucial
to being an effective CISO, it is also a requirement for obtaining a good academic degree; in other words,
it is an ability that will help a person thrive in a wide range of occupations. While this might sound at
odds with the low value that CISOs appear to place on degrees (see Table 3) it could inform efforts to
build a better career path for information security managers. As Campbell et al. suggested in their design
goals for CATA, possession of current technical knowledge may not be a strong indicator of future
cybersecurity performance, given how rapidly technology changes (2015). Imagine high school
graduates going straight into the cyber workforce as entry-level technicians, acquiring security
knowledge and skills on the job; then later improving their skills in analysis and communication through
participation in an academic program in parallel with their continued employment. This could be a
recipe for closing the cybersecurity skills while ensuring that the cybersecurity workforce has
transferable skills in the event that the gap turns into a surplus (for scenarios in which this may occur
see RAND, 2014).
5.2.3 Personality and character
Analysis of responses to the NEO personality questions in the CISO Survey showed an impressive
consistency for some FFM domains. This would seem to confirm the research direction taken by Freed,
namely to try and identify the personality traits that distinguish cybersecurity professionals in order to
train them better, and potentially improve efforts to develop more of them in the workforce.
Psychologists like Freed who employ personality-profiling tools such as the IPIP NEO and other
psychometric tests are trained in their administration and the interpretation of their results. As
McDonald and Edwards have convincingly argued, such tests are open to abuse by those not qualified to
administer them (2007). For this reason the dissertation has desisted from interpreting the scores.
However, even without interpretation they add to the evidence that FFM-based research could yield
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insights of value to efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap. Getting that research done within the
professional constraints advocated by psychologists like Edwards and McDonald is a serious challenge,
but one to which it is hoped psychologists will respond positively.

Two related avenues of psychological research into worker profiles are encouraging: first, the power of
soft skills relative to cognitive abilities (Heckman and Kautz, 2011); second, the economic benefits of
personality psychology across society (Borghans et al.; 2008, Almlund et al., 2011). Both lines of inquiry
question the immutability of personality, long considered definitional, the part of the person that
persists over time. If the right circumstances and external factors can, over time, influence personality
in positive ways, then the potential exists to improve the workforce, both by fostering those aspects of
personality that are conducive to successful employment in more challenging roles, such as that of the
CISO, as well as by increasing the supply of some highly valued soft skills, aptitude for which has
traditionally been regarded as inherent.

5.3 Implications

Analysis of the GWS 2015 and CISO Survey data advanced the aims and objectives of the dissertation by
providing sufficient grounds to question key assumptions at work in current efforts to close the
cybersecurity skills gap, and help formulate those questions. At the same time, consideration of the
existing body of literature, including workforce studies in analogous fields of endeavour, raised
additional questions.

5.3.1 Questioning workforce strategies
Examination of the primary and secondary data revealed the infosec degree dilemma, a low perceived
value within the industry relative to a high perceived value in society at large. It is possible to see this
phenomenon as part of a larger picture, the deflation of degree value after several decades in which
governments supported greatly expanded college enrolment (Owen and Sawhill, 2013). Widespread
belief in the value of a degree is not surprising when the president himself has declared that going to
college is “an economic imperative.” (Symonds, 2011). Fortunately, there are signs that support is
growing for a blended career path, like the one briefly outlined in 5.2.2, in which the value of
apprenticeship is appreciated (Howar, Mead and Seshagiri, 2016). With this approach it might be
possible to reclaim the notion than an academic degree is not a vocational qualification but a way to
acquire skills in communication and analysis whose value is not tied to any specific sector or technology.

5.3.2 Recommendations for further research
The world would surely welcome research efforts by its governments to more accurately assess the scale
and scope of cybercrime, a leading cause of the cybersecurity skills gap. Other research questions
suggested by the current study can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

For personality psychologists and proponents of the FFM: where do traits like suspicion, trust,
and imagination fit in the cybersecurity personality?
For psychologists and sociologists: why do some people seem to have a natural aptitude for, and
interest in, cybersecurity? Are these innate, a product of environment, a result of life
experiences, or something that can be taught?
For sociologists and cultural historians: why do cybersecurity professionals not receive
elevated social status commensurate with their role in defending the digital infrastructure that
brings so many benefits to society?
For scholars of Cultural Theory of Risk Perception and White Male Effect: could greater diversity
in technology company management lead to fewer risky products entering the market, thus
reducing the number of vulnerabilities for criminals to exploit?
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•

•
•

For researchers in I-O psychology: what is the nature of job satisfaction for cybersecurity
workers? Do they face challenges akin to those experienced by other capable guardians, like
burnout among police officers?
For criminologists: is the “the crime drop” real or is it a massive case of crime displacement?
Has crime simply moved, not around the corner, but into cyberspace?
For criminologists: where does Routine Activity Theory fit in the Risk Society?

5.4 Limitations and Dissent

The size of the CISO Survey sample was disappointingly small and the means by which it was recruited
are open to the criticism that it was biased and unrepresentative. The analysis of the survey responses
was conducted and presented with those limitations in mind. The implications of the research were
appropriately qualified and it bears repeating that this attempt to question assumptions that underpin
efforts to close the cybersecurity skills gap has had to make some assumptions of its own. The
unfortunate reality is that obtaining an unbiased and representative sample in this field of research is
immensely challenging. Cybersecurity is a relative new and rapidly evolving field of endeavour that is
currently characterized by a shortage of people, which in turns imposes serious constraints on access to
those people on whom said shortage imposes demanding work schedules.

In addition to facing challenging circumstances that constrain research, the effort to close the
cybersecurity skills gap must also face questions from those who think the gap is either artificial or
exaggerated or both. Some of these arguments are framed in the wider context of a claimed shortage of
STEM professionals (people qualified in the STEM subjects: Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics). For example, it has been claimed that the current anxiety over STEM shortages is part of
a recurring pattern in American business, driven in part by the reluctance of US organizations to pay the
market rate for skills that are in short supply (Charette, 2016). Companies have plenty of incentive to
persuade the government to pour money into creating the kind of workers they need, or provide visas
so that suitably skilled workers can come to the US from other countries.
A different dynamic that may exaggerate the cybersecurity skills gap is the previously mentioned lack of
appropriate hiring skills within the organization (Turgeon, 2016). This leads to “kitchen sink” job
descriptions for cybersecurity roles that appear to include every known security function, representing
more work than is humanely possible for one person to accomplish, however conscientious they may
be. These unrealistic job descriptions result in advertisements for new hires that are often accompanied
by “dream list” qualification requirements. The result is unappealing advertisements for positions that
will be avoided by any cybersecurity professional who can afford to do so. More than that, companies
that post such advertisements can quickly get a reputation as an organization to be avoided because it
appears not to understand cybersecurity.

There is a very real sense in which, as some of this dissertation’s findings indicate, the cybersecurity
skills gap is the product of several other gaps, in understanding, in communication, in government
responsibility, and in academic research.
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Chapter Six: Conclusion

Despite the significant limitations noted in Chapters 3 and 5, it can be asserted that the dissertation has
achieved its twin objectives: providing grounds for questioning several assumptions guiding efforts to
close the cybersecurity skills gap; and identifying multiple gaps of a different kind, those in the
cybersecurity workforce literature. The dissertation also provides evidence of how challenging it is to
research a workforce that is both rapidly evolving and in short supply. While this finding helps explain
those gaps in the research, that is small comfort to those who see improving the world’s understanding
of the cybersecurity problem as a necessary prelude to solving it. While it can be argued that the problem
of crime can never be solved, it can also be asserted that the better we understand crime, the better we
are able to manage it and its effects, whether through prevention, deterrence, avoidance, or insurance.

Without enough capable guardians of cyberspace, efforts to manage cybercrime are likely to fail. And
the consequences of failure could be dire, with the likeliest scenario being one of the following: either
the world limps along with successive generations of flawed technologies that are routinely abused by
opportunistic cybercriminals; or the world’s economy becomes mired in endless recession because its
citizens have collectively turned their back on the productivity promised by digital technologies, the
benefits of which were finally eroded to the tipping point by rampant criminal abuse.

If these scenarios seem far-fetched, consider Cohen and Felson’s view that predatory crime is ‘a byproduct of freedom and prosperity as they manifest themselves in the routine activities of everyday life’
(1979). If they are right, then cybercrime may be seen as an inevitable by-product of the digital
infrastructure upon which so many hopes and dreams of freedom and prosperity have been erected, a
perspective on modern life that is arguably in full accordance with that of Beck’s risk society (1992).

Cyberspace would seem to be a classic case in which ‘the gain in power from techno-economic “progress”
is being increasingly overshadowed by the production of risks’ (Beck, 1992: 13). Surely ICT and IoT
belong on the list of technologies which, like nuclear power, fossil fuels, and robotics, generate risk on a
global scale, creating the risk society that now defines human existence, imperilled as it is by threats of
our own making (Beck, 2006; 2009). Even if the risk society perspective is rejected, there remains a
strong case for saying that cybercrime is categorically different from other crime (Brenner, 2004), and
that there has never been an ‘opportunity structure for legitimate activities’ that has embedded itself in
daily life quite like the internet (Cohen and Felson, (1979: 1).

Consider the latest cause for hope in the fight against cybercrime: “next generation” security products
powered by artificial intelligence (AI). These are built out of software, code that is arguably as
susceptible to abuse as any other, be it the Android operating system in smartphones or the Siemens
Step7 software used to program industrial control systems like those running the Iranian nuclear
centrifuges, the ones that were targeted by the Stuxnet worm (Langer, 2011). These frankly Beckian
problem-solution interactions have already been explored in the context of insurance (Ciborra, 2006),
another human invention that has been proposed as a solution to the cybersecurity problem.
That the task of preventing predatory crime from undermining the internet-based opportunity structure
is itself being undermined by a shortage of appropriately skilled people seems indisputable. Even as
signs of hope appear, like elevated levels of attention paid to the problem, there are worrying indications
that efforts to address it may be flawed. As the present research suggests, there appears to be a lack of
due diligence on the part of those who are diverting substantial resources into luring people into the
cybersecurity profession. That is, investments in cybersecurity workforce development are being made
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without sufficient knowledge of what it takes to succeed in this new and still evolving line of work, or
what kind of people will find the work rewarding enough to continue doing it long enough to make the
investment worthwhile (either to themselves personally, or to the institutions making an investment in
them). The need for more research is urgent.
Acquiring the knowledge needed to efficiently and effectively close the cybersecurity skills gap will not
be easy, but the stakes are high and the effort must be made. Hopefully, this work has made a useful
contribution to that effort.
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Appendix D: Surveys invitations, Summer 2016
Figure 5: Invitations via personal email account (N = 5)

Figure 6: Invitations via work email account (N = 6)
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